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Future directions for identifying the
neural correlates of consciousness
Kristian Sandberg, Stefan Frässle and Michael Pitts
In their interesting and thorough Review
(Neural correlates of consciousness: progress
and problems. Nat. Rev. Neurosci. 17, 307–321
(2016))1, Koch and colleagues argue that the
fronto-parietal network is not directly related
to consciousness as was previously thought.
Instead, they argue that consciousness is
related to what they call the ‘posterior cortical
hot zone’ as well as to differentiated and integrated information (information complexity).
Readers of the Review will not be surprised to
hear that we, in general, welcome this paradigm shift. However, we were surprised by the
lack of focus on future directions, and we are
concerned that the newly coined term ‘posterior cortical hot zone’ could be misleading in
some cases.
Koch and colleagues acknowledge that
their Review is based mainly on visual experiments, which may bias their conclusions.
Along the lines of what we have previously
argued2–4, the authors emphasize the role of
sensory areas as prime candidates for neural
correlates of consciousness (NCC). However,
although visual conscious experience certainly appears to be related to activity in the
posterior cortical regions, this is probably
not the case for conscious experiences within
other sensory domains where perceptual processing does not take place in the posterior
cortex — the gustatory cortex, for instance, is
located partly in the frontal lobe. For this reason, the term ‘posterior cortical hot zone’ may
turn out to be inaccurate, and our focus in the
search for correlates of sensory consciousness
should lie on the cortical areas involved in the
processing of the respective stimuli.
Although activity in sensory areas appears
to be a main candidate for the correlate of

conscious experience, it is still unclear which
characteristics of this activity are related to
consciousness, how this activity relates to the
anatomy of these areas5,6, what the underlying
mechanisms are and how this is connected to
information complexity. In particular, the
link between information complexity and a
sensory or posterior cortical hot zone needs
further clarification. At present, the two do
not appear to be directly related, and some
potentially paradoxical observations have
been made: for instance, the perturbational
complexity index, a transcranial magnetic
stimulation–electroencephalographic-based
measure of complexity, is equally predictive
of conscious states whether it is measured at
Brodmann area 8 (BA8; frontal lobe) or
at BA19 (occipital lobe)7.
Koch and colleagues briefly mention the
visual awareness negativity (VAN)8, which is
thought to originate from a number of posterior cortical sources3,9, as a prime electrophysiological correlate of visual consciousness.
Although we agree that VAN shows promise as
a potential neural correlate of consciousness,
we note that many questions remain to be
tackled. Indeed, do different sources of the
VAN relate to different aspects of phenomenology? Moreover, is the absolute amplitude
of a single VAN source a better predictor of
conscious experience than its relative amplitude compared to neighbouring, competing
sites? Finally, which VAN sources directly
index awareness and which reflect selective
attention processes?
The Review by Koch et al. places heavy
emphasis on the identification of the neuro
anatomical locations of NCC. It is entirely
possible, however, that localizing NCC is less

important than determining the particular computations carried out by the relevant interconnected circuits. What are these computations?
Which circuits are involved? And why?
Overall, addressing the questions outlined
in this Correspondence will provide us with
deeper insight into the role of posterior (and
anterior) sensory areas in conscious phenomenology and will bring us closer to unravelling
the true NCC.
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